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Kefenrod

HTS Industriebau GmbH
Zum Wickenstein 4
63699 Kefenrod
Deutschland

Tel: +49 (0) 6049 95 111 0
Fax: +49 (0) 6049 95 111 220
Email: verkauf@hts-industriebau.de
Web: www.hts-industriebau.de  

Geschftsführer:  Heinz Röder
Ust.-udNr: DE 815421070
Steuernummer: 02023593220
Handelsregister Friedberg: HRB 7619

Travelling from autobahn A45:
Leave at the exit “Altenstadt” towards the direction of Büdingen 
(B521). Upon arrival in Büdingen at the roundabout head straight 
(2nd exit) towards the direction of Gelnhausen (past the shopping 
center ‘Joh’ on your left and then across the railway crossing).  At 
the first traffic light signal change to the left lane passing under the 
railway bridge and travel in the direction Birstein & Rinderbügen. 
Continue directly through the village of Rinderbügen in the 
direction of Wolferborn.

As you enter Wolferborn follow the road to the right, continue 
to follow this road past the petrol station located on the left 
hand side in the direction of Kefenrod. As you enter the straight 
section of road (with fields to the left and right) the HTS 
Industriebau factory will visible in the distance from on the left 
hand side. At the round-about, take the 3rd exit turning left onto 
Zum Wickenstein, drive past the NETTO supermarket (on your 
left).  HTS INDUSTRIEBAU will be located on your right hand 
side. If you encounter difficulties finding our facility please call 
+49 (0) 6049 95 111 292 for assistance.  

Travelling from autobahn A66: 
Leave at the exit “Gründau & Lieblos” in the direction Büdingen 
(B457). Take the first exit at the round-about and approach the 
traffic lights (the HESS BMW dealer will be on the right hand 
side) please select the right hand lane and follow the road 
under the railway bridge and travel in the direction Birstein 
& Rinderbügen. Continue directly through the village of 
Rinderbügen in the directions of Wolferborn.

As you enter Wolferborn follow the road to the right, continue to 
follow this road past the petrol station located on the left hand side 

in the direction of Kefenrod. As you enter the straight section 
of road (with fields to the left and right) the HTS Industriebau 
factory will visible in the distance from on the left hand side. 
At the round-about, take the 3rd exit turning left onto Zum 
Wickenstein, drive past the NETTO supermarket (on your left).  
HTS INDUSTRIEBAU will be located on your right hand side.  
If you encounter difficulties finding our facility please  
call +49 (0) 6049 95 111 292 for assistance.  

Travelling from autobahn A7:
Leave at the exit Fulda-Sued & Eichenzell 93 then select the B40 
road in direction Frankfurt/a.m (A66). Continue along this road 
and take the exit sign-posted Gruendau & Lieblos in the direction 
of Büdingen (B457).

Take the first exit at the round-about and approach the traffic 
lights (the HESS BMW dealer will be on the right hand side) 
please select the right hand lane and follow the road under the 
railway bridge and travel in the direction Birstein & Rinderbügen. 
Continue directly through the village of Rinderbügen in the 
directions of Wolferborn.

As you enter Wolferborn follow the road to the right, continue 
to follow this road past the petrol station located on the left 
hand side in the direction of Kefenrod. As you enter the straight 
section of road (with fields to the left and right) the HTS 
Industriebau factory will visible in the distance from on the left 
hand side. At the round-about, take the 3rd exit turning left onto 
Zum Wickenstein, drive past the NETTO supermarket (on your 
left).  HTS INDUSTRIEBAU will be located on your right hand 
side. If you encounter difficulties finding our facility please call 
+49 (0) 6049 95 111 292 for assistance.  
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